
APPLICATION No: 19/73741/FUL
APPLICANT: Viking Properties Ltd 
LOCATION: Brindley Arms , Whittle Street, Worsley, M28 3WY
PROPOSAL: Conversion of former Public House to create 8 apartments and 

1 studio together with alterations to elevations
WARD: Walkden North

Update Report 

This application was presented to Members of the Planning and Transportation Panel on 14th November 2019 
where it was deferred due to concerns regarding the amenity that future residents would enjoy by reason of layout, 
light and outlook to the apartments (UDP Policy DES7 & Housing Guidance Policy HOU2).

Since the previous meeting, the following amendments have been made to the proposal:
 Revised the internal layout, retaining the same number of apartments but amending the layout to provide 

more ‘regular’ shaped apartments.
 A landscape architect has produced a high quality landscaping scheme for the external spaces.
 A daylight/sunlight survey has been conducted to assess the quality of the internal spaces.

Following the receipt of amended plans, neighbours were re-notified. Due to an IT issue, the amended plans that 
had been uploaded were not visible to members of the public via the Public Access website. As a result, 
neighbours were given additional time to submit representations. Since receiving the amended plans, three 
additional representations have been received, reiterating concerns raised in response to the original round of 
neighbour notification, as follows:

 The apartments are too small.



 There will be a harmful increase in traffic.
 No space for washing lines.
 No children’s play area.
 Where will recycle bins go?
 Not happy with the notification period.
 Not happy that the proposal is recommended for approval
 Believes this is a HMO or will convert into 2 no. 5/6 bed HMOs if approved.
 Would like the Council to restrict the occupancy.
 Would like family homes.
 The proposal is badly designed and ill-advised.
 Lack of 3 bedroom units.
 Over concentration of flats in the area.
 Doubtful that the flats are accessible for a wheelchair user.
 No details provided for the number of occupants.
 Insufficient daylight and sunlight to several apartments.
 Concerns with proposed landscaping.
 It is unattractive to young professionals and appears to be intended for homelessness accommodation.
 The existing building is already out of keeping with the area.
 Considers that the proposal does not comply with UDP policy H6 

Appraisal

Housing Type and Mix
The amended layout has resulted in a change to the apartment sizes as follows:

 Apartment A has reduced in size – still policy compliant
 Apartment B has increased in size
 Apartment C has increased in size (was formerly the studio apartment)
 Apartment D has reduced in size – still policy compliant
 Apartment E has reduced in size (has now become the studio apartment) – still policy compliant
 Apartment F has reduced in size – still policy compliant
 Apartment G – no changes
 Apartment H – no changes
 Apartment J has increased in size

Original proposal: Amended scheme*:



*the reference to 4m² with no label in the table relates to the stair case leading to level 1 Apartment J.

The proposal retains 6 apartments with 2 bedrooms and 3 apartments with 1 bedroom (one is a studio apartment). 
Five of the 9 apartments have a floor space equalling or exceeding 57sqm in accordance with Housing Planning 
Guidance policy HOU2. The provision of apartments here continues to be acceptable and the updated layout 
continues to accord with Policy HOU2 of the Housing Planning Guidance.

Amenity
All habitable rooms will continue to be served by windows for light, outlook and ventilation. In support of the 
amended layout, the agent has arranged for a daylight/sunlight study to examine the likely levels of daylight and 
sunlight that will be achieved within the apartments. The daylight sunlight review has been based on the 
methodologies set out in the Building Research Establishment (BRE) report 'Site layout planning for daylight and 
sunlight - A guide to good practice'. A 3D computer model of the surrounding properties and the proposed 
development has been created and then run through proprietary software to calculate the proposed light levels at 
each window and within each room being assessed in the subject property. These light levels were then compared 
with the corresponding levels in the BRE guidelines. The results against the BRE criteria demonstrate 100% 
compliance; all rooms and windows meet or exceed the base line target, evidencing that occupiers will receive 
sufficient levels of daylight and sunlight to each room.

It is recognised that windows serving bedrooms and living rooms within Apartments A and F are located close to 
the proposed bin store which could lead to harm to the amenity of occupiers of these rooms by reason of odour 
and the overbearing impact of the enclosure. Whilst this bin store is shown indicatively on the landscaping plan, 
it is considered that the bin store can be reconfigured in such a way that overcomes this concern, akin to that 
shown on the original site layout plan and this bin store alteration can be secured by condition.

Design
To accommodate the amended layout, a number of additional windows are proposed. In addition, a number of 
the existing upper floor windows are to be enlarged. The fenestration detailing continues to be appropriately 
aligned and proportioned. The enlargement of the upper floor windows is considered to improve the visual 
appearance of the building.

Landscaping
A landscape architect has been instructed to survey the site and create a high quality landscaping scheme 
appropriate for the site and its context. The landscaping scheme includes 

 Creation of a communal garden with a timber shade pergola, timber archways and timber bench seating.
 Retention and maintenance of some existing hedging.
 Proposed Extra Heavy Standard tree planting (to be planted in 1.2m x 1.2m x 700 mm depth pits), 

specimen plants, climbing plants to pergola, pergola arches and timber screening with trellis, low shrub 
and groundcover planting, bulb planting and grassed area (turf or seed TBC).

 New hard surfacing where necessary, kerb edgings, textured flag paving to demarcate pedestrian 
pathways and patio areas.

 Enclosure of the bin store with 2m high double vertical feather board timber gates and 1.8m vertical 
feather board screening with square grid trellis panels on top and triangular fan trellis panels fixed to the 
face of the boards for climbing plants.

 Anthracite grey steel bollards between the car park and the building.
 Low brick retaining walls to the side of the steps.
 Galvanised steel frame and vertical treated timber cladding secure cycle shelter.
 1m high steel powder coated hoop-top railings to the site perimeter.

The plan has been reviewed by the Council’s Landscape Architects who advise that whilst the outline planting 
schedule indicates the proposed trees, shrubs and bulbs to be planted throughout the site, it does not show what 
trees and specimen plants are to be planted and in which location. Due to the proximity to nearby residential 
properties to the west and the surrounding highway it is necessary to have an understanding of what species are 
to be planted and where. This can be secured by condition.

The soft landscaping strategy indicates all proposed trees to be the same size with proposals to supply trees 
between April and October as air pots, if required. It is recommended that all trees are planted within the planting 
season October to March. Furthermore, due to the location of the development in an urban environment with 
roads to three sides, larger trees of 20-25 girth would be preferable. Larger trees have a better instant aesthetic 



impact and provide greater immediate benefits improving urban biodiversity, providing cooling and shade, 
reducing surface water run-off and improving air quality. The agent has confirmed that they are happy to go 
forward with this recommendation. Again, this can be secured via the submission of further landscaping details 
as a condition.

The car park does not show any fencing to the Springside Avenue entrance. It is recommended to continue a 1m 
high bowtop fence (same specification as No.13 – Coat hoop top railing) to the Springside Avenue frontage to 
improve security and reduce the risk of conflict between pedestrians and cars when manoeuvring in and out of 
the car park. An informative has been added for the applicant’s attention and this can be addressed when 
submitting updated landscaping details to discharge the relevant condition.

A Landscape Management plan will secured by condition; explaining how the all planting will be managed post-
construction. 

It is noted, as described above, that the bin store as shown on this landscaping plan is to be reconfigured and will 
not be installed as shown on this plan.

Conclusion
It is considered that the proposed amendments, improving the layout, exploring and improving the 
sunlight/daylight impacts, improving the visual appearance and the provision of a high quality landscaping 
proposal have suitably addressed Member’s concerns. The application is therefore recommended for approval. 
The recommended conditions have been updated as follows:

1. The development must be begun not later than three years beginning with the date of this permission.

Reason: Required to be imposed by Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended).

2. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the following approved plans:

Site - Location and Block Plan, drawing number DA19044. 001. Rev 1
Proposed GA Plans, drawing number DA19044. 004 Rev 8
Proposed GA Elevations, drawing number DA19044. 005. Rev 7
Car parking layout as shown on drawing number DA19044. 304. Rev 3 

Reason: For the avoidance of doubt and in the interest of proper planning.

3. The external materials used shall match those of the existing building so far as practicable.   

Reason: In order to ensure a satisfactory appearance in the interests of visual amenity in accordance with 
Policies DES1 and DES8 of the City of Salford Unitary Development Plan and the requirements of the 
National Planning Policy Framework.

4. Noise generative construction activities (works likely to generate noise beyond the site boundary) shall be 
restricted to the following hours:
Monday to Friday - 08:00 - 18:00
Saturday - 09:00 - 14:00
Sunday and Public Holidays - No noise generative working / deliveries

Reason: To safeguard the amenity of neighbouring occupants of the development hereby approved in 
accordance with policy EN17 of the City of Salford Unitary Development Plan and the National Planning 
Policy Framework.

5. The vehicle parking, servicing and other vehicular access arrangements shown on the approved plan, 
drawing number DA19044. 304. Rev 3 to serve the development hereby permitted shall be made available 
for use prior to the development being brought into use (or in accordance with a phasing plan which shall 
first be agreed in writing with the local planning authority) and shall be retained thereafter for their intended 
purpose.

Reason: In the interest of highway safety and the free flow of traffic and in accordance with policies A2, A8 
and A10 of the City of Salford Unitary Development Plan and the National Planning Policy Framework.



6. Notwithstanding the details submitted with the applications, prior to first occupation of the development, 
details of the location, orientation, materials and design of the proposed bin store shall be submitted to and 
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The approved bin store shall be installed prior to first 
occupation of the development and maintained as such thereafter.

Reason: In the interests of visual and residential amenity in accordance with Policies DES1 and EN17 of 
the City of Salford Unitary Development Plan and the National Planning Policy Framework.

7. The cycle storage shelter shown on the approved landscaping plan, drawing number 558.01 dated Dec 19, 
shall be installed prior to first occupation of the development and retained and maintained as such 
thereafter.

Reason: To encourage more sustainable modes of travel in accordance with policies ST14, A2 and A10 of 
the City of Salford Unitary Development Plan and the National Planning Policy Framework.

8. a) Notwithstanding the details submitted with the application, the development hereby permitted shall not 
be occupied until full details of both hard and soft landscaping works have been submitted to and approved 
in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The details shall include the formation of any banks, terraces or 
other earthworks, hard surfaced areas and materials, boundary treatments, external lighting, planting plans, 
specifications and schedules (including planting size, species and numbers/densities), existing plants / 
trees to be retained and a scheme for the timing / phasing of implementation works.

(b) The landscaping works shall be carried out in accordance with the approved scheme for timing / phasing 
of implementation or within 18 months of first occupation of the development hereby permitted, whichever 
is the later.

(c) Any trees or shrubs planted or retained in accordance with this condition which are removed, uprooted, 
destroyed, die or become severely damaged or become seriously diseased within 5 years of planting shall 
be replaced within the next planting season by trees or shrubs of similar size and species to those originally 
required to be planted, unless the Local Planning Authority gives its consent in writing to any variation.

Reason:  To ensure that the site is satisfactorily landscaped having regard to its location and the nature of 
the proposed development and in accordance with Policies DES1 and DES9 of the City of Salford Unitary 
Development Plan and the National Planning Policy Framework.

9. Prior to occupation of the development hereby approved a landscape management plan, including long 
term management responsibilities and maintenance schedules for all soft and hard landscaped areas within 
the site shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The landscape 
management plan shall be implemented as approved and any subsequent variations shall be agreed in 
writing by the Local Planning Authority.

Reason:  To ensure that the site is satisfactorily landscaped having regard to its location and the nature of 
the proposed development and in accordance with Policies DES1 and DES9 of the City of Salford Unitary 
Development Plan and the National Planning Policy Framework

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Description of Site and Surrounding Area 
This application relates to a vacant public house with residential accommodation within the upper floors located 
between Whittle Street, Springside Avenue and Meadowside Avenue, Walkden. The building is part single and 
part three storey and irregular in shape. Vehicular and pedestrian access is taken from Springside Avenue to the 
east leading to a hard surfaced car park. Areas of soft landscaping are to the north and south of the building. A 
rear yard to the north-west affords an area for bin storage. The wider area is predominantly residential, 
characterised by two storey dwellings. A small parade of shops is situated to the west with residential units above.

Description of Proposal 



Planning permission is sought for the change of use of the public house to 8 self-contained apartments and 1 
studio apartment. External alterations and landscaping are proposed. The external alterations consist of:

 Insertion of new, replacement of existing and removal of windows and doors.
 Insertion of roof lights.
 Infilling of the open archways.

The number of proposed residential units has been reduced from 10 to 9 during consideration of the proposal.

Publicity
Site Notice: Non HH Article 15 Date Displayed: 5 August 2019
Reason: Article 13

Press Advert: Manchester Weekly News Salford Edition Date Published: 17 July 2019
Reason: Article 15 Standard Press Notice

Neighbour Notification 
58 neighbouring occupiers have been notified of the application by letter. A site notice has been displayed and a 
press notice has been published.

Representations 
11 letters of representation have been received from 7 separate addresses; 6 objections and one general 
comment. The objections raised as summarised below:

 The pub is the centre of the community and if the wrong people move in, it will have a massive effect on 
the estate.

 There are too many apartments in Walkden leading to an increase in vehicles on the road.
 There is a worry of the clientele who will be moving in.
 Believes that this proposal is a HMO, not flats.
 One flat has no windows.
 The flats are too small and do not meet national space standards – amenity issues for residents and will 

be hard to market to young professionals.
 Would like to see housing suitable for families on this site.
 The building is ugly and dilapidated and its demolition is preferable, to be replaced with two or three 

houses.
 Questions where the gardens are located.
 Questions where the fire escapes are located.
 Believes the proposal is contrary to the policies within the UDP.

o Existing building is out of character and the proposal seeks to retain it.
o Will have an impact on amenity of neighbours (noise, disturbance, parking, anti-social behaviour).
o The proposal does not make a positive design contribution to the area.
o The proposal is to house “hard to house” individuals.
o It is inappropriate to house “troubled people” close to a primary school and an off licence.
o There is no demonstrated need for this type of accommodation (making reference to policy H6 

for residential social and community uses)
o Expresses distrust in the Council and Urban Vision due to alleged comments made by the 

applicant on social media.
 A neighbour in the wider area was not consulted.
 Appears to be intended for temporary homelessness accommodation.
 The development has no air-conditioning.
 There has been no attempt to make the building look like an inviting home.
 The proposed car park is too small.
 Insufficient external amenity space.
 No landscaping proposed.
 Feel that members should visit the site prior to making a decision.

The author of the general representation would like assurance that the accommodation will not be let on a single 
room basis.

In response:



 The floor plans indicate that each unit will be served by a living/dining space, kitchen and bedroom(s) and 
will be self-contained, each with their own access door. The proposal relates to apartments and is not a 
HMO, for which users would share amenities such as living rooms, dining space and kitchens.

 A number of the objections raise concern in relation to the people who will reside in the apartments. The 
Local Planning Authority (LPA) has no control over who the future residents may be in the same way 
there is no control over who resides in a dwellinghouse.  Whilst not a consideration for this application, 
the applicant has explained that the property will be marketed at young professionals.

 Means of escape in a fire is a matter to be considered under Building Regulations.
 In terms of neighbour notification, Article 15 of The Town and Country Planning (Development 

Management Procedure) (England) Order 2015 (as amended) requires the Local Planning Authority to 
publicise the proposal by serving notice on any adjoining owner or occupier. Each adjoining 
owner/occupier has been notified by letter, as have a number of wider properties in the vicinity and a site 
notice has been displayed.

 UDP policy H6 is not applicable in the assessment of this proposal as the development seeks permission 
for self-contained residential flats in the C3 Use Class. Policy H6 relates to housing such as residential 
care homes, nursing homes, hostels, shelters, halfway houses, children’s homes, and similar uses, which 
are not applicable here.

 Some objections refer to UDP policy DES5 which relates to ‘tall buildings’. The reasoned justification to 
this policy describes a tall building as one “significantly higher than the surrounding buildings”. Given that 
the character of the area is formed predominantly of two storey buildings, with the parade of shops and 
residential accommodation to the west being three storeys in height, it is not considered that the subject 
property falls within this definition and UDP policy DES5 is not applicable.

The other comments relating to the number of apartments in the vicinity, the provision of windows within and the 
size of the apartments, the provision of amenity space/gardens, the impact upon the amenity of neighbouring 
residents, design and car parking will be addressed in the appraisal section of this report below.

Relevant Site History
18/72752/FUL - Conversion of former public house to 5no. self-contained apartments and 11 bedroom HMO (sui 
generis) together with alterations to elevations - Application Withdrawn - 2 July 2019
    
This application was withdrawn following concerns from the planning officer that the proposal represented 
overdevelopment of the site by reason of:

 Inadequate standard of amenity for occupiers (room sizes and layout).
 The HMO rooms did not meet Council guidelines.
 Loss of privacy as a result of facing habitable room windows.
 Lack of natural surveillance over the access to the HMO which was proposed within the rear yard.

It is noted that the applicant changed agent for this current application.

Consultations
Air Quality, Noise, Contaminated Land - No objection subject to conditions.  

Highways – No objection subject to condition. 

Senior Drainage Engineer – No comments received to date  

Design For Security - No comments received to date  

Planning Policy
Development Plan Policy
Unitary Development Plan ST1  -  Sustainable Urban Neighbourhoods
This policy states that development will be required to contribute towards the creation and maintenance of 
sustainable urban neighbourhoods.

Unitary Development Plan EHC4  -  Reuse of Existing Health, Community Facilities
This policy states that planning permission for the reuse or redevelopment of existing or former health or 
community facilities will be granted where there is a clear lack of demand for the existing use, or alternative 
provision is made and where the development is consistent with the other policies and proposals of the UDP.



Unitary Development Plan H1  -  Provision of New Housing Development
This policy states that all new housing will contribute toward the provision of a balanced housing mix; be built of 
an appropriate density; provide a high quality residential environment; make adequate provision for open space; 
where necessary make a contribution to local infrastructure and facilities required to support the development; 
and be consistent with other policies of the UDP.

Unitary Development Plan DES1  -  Respecting Context
This policy states that development will be required to respond to its physical context and respect the positive 
character of the local area in which it is situated and contribute towards a local identity and distinctiveness.

Unitary Development Plan DES2  -  Circulation and Movement
This policy states that the design and layout of new development will be required to be fully accessible to all 
people, maximise the movement of pedestrians and cyclists through and around the site safely, be well related to 
public transport and local amenities and minimise potential conflicts between pedestrians, cyclists and other road 
users.

Unitary Development Plan DES7  -  Amenity of Users and Neighbours
This policy states that all new development, alterations and extensions to existing buildings will be required to 
provide potential users with a satisfactory level of amenity in terms of space, sunlight, daylight, privacy, aspect 
and layout.  Development will not be permitted where it would have an unacceptable impact on the amenity of 
occupiers or users of other development.

Unitary Development Plan DES8  -  Alterations and Extensions
This policy states that planning permission will only be granted for alterations or extensions to existing buildings 
that respect the general scale, character, rhythm, proportions, details and materials of the original structure and 
complement the general character of the surrounding area.

Unitary Development Plan DES9  -  Landscaping
This policy states that hard and soft landscaping should be provided where appropriate that is of a high quality 
and would enhance the design of the development, not detract from the safety and security of the area and would 
enhance the attractiveness and character of the built environment.

Unitary Development Plan DES10  -  Design and Crime
This policy states that developments must be designed to discourage crime, antisocial behaviour, and the fear of 
crime. Development should i) be clearly delineated ii) allow natural surveillance iii) avoid places of concealment 
iv) encourage activity within public areas.

Unitary Development Plan A2  -  Cyclists, Pedestrians and the Disabled
This policy states that development proposals, road improvement schemes and traffic management measures 
will be required to make adequate provision for safe and convenient access by the disabled, other people with 
limited or impaired mobility, pedestrians and cyclists

Unitary Development Plan A8  -  Impact of Development on Highway Network
This policy states that development will not be permitted where it would i) have an unacceptable impact upon 
highway safety ii) cause an unacceptable restriction to the movement of heavy goods vehicles along Abnormal 
Load Routes.

Unitary Development Plan A10  -  Provision of Car, Cycle, Motorcycle Parking
This policy states that there should be adequate provision for disabled drivers, cyclists and motorcyclists, in 
accordance with the Council’s minimum standards; maximum car parking standards should not be exceeded; and 
parking facilities should be provided consistent with the provision and maintenance of adequate standards of 
safety and security.

Unitary Development Plan EN17  -  Pollution Control
This policy states that in areas where existing levels of pollution exceed local or national standards, planning 
permission will only be granted where the development incorporates adequate measures to ensure that there is 
no unacceptable risk or nuisance to occupiers, and that they are provided with an appropriate and satisfactory 
level of amenity.



Unitary Development Plan EN19  -  Flood Risk and Surface Water
This policy states that any application for development that it is considered likely to be at risk of flooding or increase 
the risk of flooding elsewhere will need to be accompanied by a formal flood risk assessment. It should identify 
mitigation or other measures to be incorporated into the development or undertaking on other land, which are 
designed to reduce that risk of flooding to an acceptable level.

Unitary Development Plan H5  -  Residential Accommodation in Existing Buildings
This policy states that the subdivision of dwellings or conversion of non-residential properties to residential use 
will only be permitted when the proposal would not have an unacceptable impact on the amenity of neighbouring 
properties or the character of the area by reason of noise and disturbance: loss of privacy; design and appearance; 
cumulative effects of concentration and parking and service arrangements.

Other Material Planning Considerations
National Planning Policy
National Planning Policy Framework

Local Planning Policy
Supplementary Planning Document  -  Design and Crime
This policy document contains a number policies used to assess and determine planning applications and is 
intended as a guide in designing out crime.

Planning Guidance -  Housing
The purpose of the guidance is to ensure that the residential development coming forward in Salford contributes 
to establishing and maintaining sustainable communities, tackles the specific housing and related issues that face 
Salford, and helps to deliver the vision and strategy of the UDP, the Housing Strategy and the Community Plan.

It is not considered that there are any local finance considerations that are material to the application

Appraisal 
The Greater Manchester Spatial Framework Draft 2019 (“GMSF”) and the Revised Draft Local Plan 2019 were 
subject to public consultation until 18th March and 22nd March 2019 respectively.  They will go through a number 
of further stages, including examination at a public inquiry, before they are adopted.  Adoption is expected to take 
place towards the end of 2020 or early 2021.

Now the GMSF and Local Plan are published documents decisions, including those by the Council and ultimately 
by inspectors on appeal, are able to start to afford them some weight as emerging policies.  However, as the 
weight given depends on the stage of the plan; unresolved objections; and consistency with the Government’s 
policies, the weight currently to be attached to the GMSF and Local Plan is only limited.  The weight moving 
forward will be reviewed and is likely to depend on the extent to which there are unresolved objections emerging 
from the consultation process.

In addition, following the publication of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) it is necessary to consider 
the weight which can be afforded to the policies of the Council's adopted Unitary Development Plan (paragraph 
213 NPPF February 2019).

In terms of this application it is considered that the relevant policies of the UDP can be afforded due weight for 
the purposes of decision making as the relevant criteria within the UDP policies applicable to the proposed 
development are consistent with the policies contained in the NPPF.

Principle of Development
Loss of community facility
The NPPF defines public houses as community facilities and is clear that their loss should be resisted. NPPF 
paragraph 92 sets out “planning policies and decisions should plan positively for the provision and use of shared 
space, community facilities (including public houses) to enhance the sustainability of communities and residential 
environments” and “guard against the unnecessary loss of valued facilities and services, particularly where this 
would reduce the community’s ability to meet its day-to-day needs”. 

Saved UDP Policy EHC4 sets out planning permission for the reuse or redevelopment of existing or former health 
or community facilities will be granted where there is a clear lack of demand for the existing use, or appropriate 
alternative provision is made. 



The applicant has provided information setting out that the public house has been marketed since February 2018 
as the business had become unviable due to a lack of trade. The public house continued to trade for a while 
during the marketing to make it a more attractive prospect. A letter from Fleurets (marketing agent) confirms that 
the business was marketed on their website as well as others, such as Zoopla and Realla and the business was 
advertised in the national trade press.

Following the marketing campaign, there were 11 formal viewings and some informal viewings. As a result, 5 
offers were received but all offers were from developers wanting to change the use. There was no interest from 
parties wanting to continue trading as a public house.

To satisfy a stipulation of saved UDP Policy EHC4, a list of other public houses/licensed premises within the 
vicinity of the site has been provided, including:

 The Bulls Head, 12 High Street
 The Stocks Hotel, Manchester Road
 The Royal British Legion, Wilfred Road
 The New Inn, Manchester Road
 The Albion, Manchester Road

Overall, it is accepted there is a lack of demand for reuse as a public house. Furthermore, the local community 
would continue to have good access to public houses should the change of use be approved, therefore not 
affecting the community’s ability to meet its day to day needs. In light of the above, it is considered the applicant 
has satisfied the stipulations of UDP Policy EHC4 and that the re-development of the public house is acceptable 
in this instance.

Housing Mix
Saved UDP Policy H1 sets out all new housing development should contribute towards the provision of a balanced 
mix of dwellings within the local area.  Policy HOU1 of the Housing Planning Guidance states that the large 
majority of new dwellings in this part of the City should be in the form of houses. Apartments are likely to be the 
most appropriate form of development in the city’s Town and Neighbourhood Centres (as defined by UDP policy 
S1), helping to maximise the number of people who have excellent access to local facilities. Alternative 
approaches on individual sites may be permitted where it can be clearly demonstrated by the applicant that there 
are specific circumstances that justify this, particularly having regard to criteria A-H of UDP Policy H1.

Policy HOU2 of the Housing Planning Guidance states that where apartments are proposed, they should provide 
a broad mix of dwelling sizes, both in terms of the number of bedrooms and the net residential floor space of the 
apartments. Small dwellings (i.e. studios and one bedroom apartments) should not predominate, and a significant 
proportion of three bedroom apartments should be provided wherever practicable.

The agent has confirmed that the redevelopment of the site to introduce houses has been considered but this was 
not deemed financially viable. Notwithstanding the policy recommendation, given the sustainable location of the 
site, the broad principle of introducing an apartment scheme is considered to be appropriate; the area is 
predominantly characterised by two storey houses, with only a small number of apartments in the vicinity at 2-6a 
Cecil Street, 1-10 Daisyfield Walk, 2-16 (evens) Alfred Street, Bourke Gardens, Stocks Court, Largo House and 
a recent conversion in the former bank at 1-3 Bolton Road. It is considered that the introduction of apartments in 
this area will add to the mix of dwellings. The site is within 470m of the boundary of Walkden Town Centre and is 
sustainably located in terms of public transport and access to shops, services and other public facilities. 

Policy HOU2 of the Housing Guidance requires more than 50% of apartments in a development to have an internal 
floor area of 57sqm or more. The proposal seeks permission for 9 residential units; 6 with 2 bedrooms and 3 with 
1 bedroom. Four of the 2 bedroom units measure 57m² or above, another 2 bedroom unit just falls short at 56m² 
but this would increase if the circulation space was included internally. On this basis, it is considered that the 
proposal complies with the Housing Planning Guidance. It is recognised that the room sizes do not meet the 
nationally described space standards (DCLG, 2015) however; the Local Planning Authority has not adopted these 
standards at the present time and therefore we cannot afford any weight to this.

Design
The external alterations proposed with this development will consist of:

 Enclosure of the open brick archways.



 Reconfiguration of the windows and insertion of two access doors to the Springside Avenue frontage.
 Insertion of windows and doors to the Whittle Street frontage.
 Removal of windows and insertion of one window and two doors to the Meadowside Avenue frontage.
 Replacement of windows into existing openings.
 Insertion of roof lights to the single storey plane facing the courtyard.

Whilst the brick archways will be enclosed, the brickwork will be recessed from the face of the brick columns to 
prevent a large mass of brickwork and to provide visual interest. The windows will break this up further. A condition 
will be attached to ensure that the brickwork matches the existing as far as is practicable.

The proposed new window and door openings are appropriately aligned and proportioned and respect the 
fenestration detailing of the building, as existing.

It is recognised that the building is not of particular architectural merit and the minor alterations will not significantly 
enhance its presence in the street scene. However, the alterations are also not worthy of refusal and are 
considered appropriate to facilitate the conversion and continued use of the building. The wider site will be 
enhanced with landscaping, to include details of a low boundary treatment, tree planting, species and densities 
of shrubs and plants, confirmation of the use of hard surface materials. The specific detailing of this scheme will 
be secured by condition.

In terms of seeking to ensure the development is designed to deter crime and the fear of crime, all access points 
to the residential units are located on the public side of the building, the layout of the apartments is such that there 
will be habitable room windows to all sides, improving natural surveillance within this vicinity. The indicative 
landscaping plan identifies hard surfaced pathways around the building, demarcating defensible space. 

A cycle store is proposed to be sited adjacent to the car park. This is considered the most central location for 
access and is overlooked by a number of surrounding properties for natural surveillance. In order to function 
properly, the shelter will need to be fully enclosed and in order to prevent the shelter from appearing overly 
obtrusive, a condition has been attached requiring details of the design, dimensions, and materials to be approved, 
prior to first occupation of the development. In addition, it is recommended that the shelter is screened by high 
quality landscaping to soften its appearance, which will form part of the landscaping secured by condition.

Amenity
All habitable rooms will be provided with windows that will provide an adequate level of light, outlook and 
ventilation for occupiers. Apartments A, B and F will have windows that face into an enclosed courtyard with 
access only for maintenance. The bin store will be screened by a fence covered with trellis and greenery. 
Apartment B will also include a glazed door and roof light for infiltration of natural light. 

Soft landscaped areas will be provided for amenity space albeit, not private. That said, the site is located within 
close proximity to Hill Top Moss, Blackleach Country Park and Linnyshaw Loopline which could be used by 
residents if required.  The property has been vacant for some time now and whilst it would be ideal if an area of 
private outdoor amenity space would be provided, this is not possible given the constraints of the site and without 
introducing large expanses of high fencing or walls which would be detrimental to the visual amenity of the area. 
Having regard to this, and that the proposed development will bring a vacant building back into use, it is considered 
that the level of amenity provided for occupiers is sufficient.

It is considered that the proposed residential use of the property will not result in significant noise and disturbance 
over and above that of the existing lawful public house use which could be brought back into use without the grant 
of planning permission and has the potential to impact undesirably on the amenity of surrounding residential 
properties.

The site is not located within the Greater Manchester Air Quality Management Area.  The scale and nature of the 
development is not likely to have a significant impact on traffic and there are no objections to the development on 
air quality grounds.

As the development is in a predominantly residential area, a condition has been attached restricting the times of 
any noise generative construction activities. It is considered that the proposed development would accord with 
UDP policies DES7 and EN17. 



Highways
The proposed development will be accessed by an existing vehicular access point to an area of hardstanding 
previously used as the public house car park. This will be re-marked to identify 8 formal parking spaces with one 
marked out as an accessible space.  Sheffield stands for the parking of 6 bicycles within a shelter are proposed 
adjacent to the car park which benefits from natural surveillance from the surrounding dwellings. Bollards will be 
installed adjacent to the parking spaces closest to the building for pedestrian protection.

Given the sustainable location of the site, close to Walkden town centre and a variety of sustainable modes of 
travel, the provision of 8 parking spaces and cycle stands for 6 bicycles is considered appropriate and in 
accordance with UDP policies A2, A8 and A10 and the development is unlikely to result in a severe highway 
impact as defined within paragraph 109 of the NPPF.

Coal Mining Legacy
The site is located within a High Risk Development Area, as defined by the Coal Authority. However, the nature 
of the development is such that it is exempt from the requirements of a Coal Mining Risk Assessment.

Recommendation
Approve

1. The development must be begun not later than three years beginning with the date of this permission.

Reason: Required to be imposed by Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended).

2. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the following approved plans:

Site - Location and Block Plan, drawing number DA19044. 001. Rev 1
Proposed GA Plans, drawing number DA19044. 004 Rev 7
Proposed GA Elevations, drawing number DA19044. 005. Rev 5
Site – Landscape Plan, drawing number DA19044. 304. Rev 3

Reason: For the avoidance of doubt and in the interest of proper planning.

3. The external materials used shall match those of the existing building so far as practicable.   

Reason: In order to ensure a satisfactory appearance in the interests of visual amenity in accordance with 
Policies DES1 and DES8 of the City of Salford Unitary Development Plan and the requirements of the 
National Planning Policy Framework.

4. Noise generative construction activities (works likely to generate noise beyond the site boundary) shall be 
restricted to the following hours:

Monday to Friday - 08:00 - 18:00
Saturday - 09:00 - 14:00
Sunday and Public Holidays - No noise generative working / deliveries

Reason: To safeguard the amenity of neighbouring occupants of the development hereby approved in 
accordance with policy EN17 of the City of Salford Unitary Development Plan and the National Planning 
Policy Framework.

5. The vehicle parking, servicing and other vehicular access arrangements shown on the approved plan, 
drawing number DA19044. 304. Rev 3 to serve the development hereby permitted shall be made available 
for use prior to the development being brought into use (or in accordance with a phasing plan which shall 
first be agreed in writing with the local planning authority) and shall be retained thereafter for their intended 
purpose.

Reason: In the interest of highway safety and the free flow of traffic and in accordance with policies A2, A8 
and A10 of the City of Salford Unitary Development Plan and the National Planning Policy Framework.

6. Notwithstanding the details shown on the Site – Landscape Plan, drawing number DA19044. 304. Rev 3, 
prior to first occupation of the development, details of the location, materials and design of the proposed 



cycle storage racking system and shelter shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning 
Authority. The approved cycle store shall be installed prior to first occupation of the development and 
retained and maintained as such thereafter.

Reason: To encourage more sustainable modes of travel in accordance with policies ST14, A2 and A10 of 
the City of Salford Unitary Development Plan and the National Planning Policy Framework.

7. Notwithstanding the details shown on the Site – Landscape Plan, drawing number DA19044. 304. Rev 3, 
prior to first occupation of the development, details of the location, materials and design of the proposed 
bin store shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The approved bin 
store shall be installed prior to first occupation of the development and maintained as such thereafter.

Reason: In the interests of visual and residential amenity in accordance with Policies DES1 and EN17 of 
the City of Salford Unitary Development Plan and the National Planning Policy Framework.

8. a) Notwithstanding the details shown on the approved plans, the development hereby permitted shall not 
be occupied until full details of both hard and soft landscaping works have been submitted to and approved 
in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The details shall include the formation of any banks, terraces or 
other earthworks, hard surfaced areas and materials, boundary treatments, external lighting, planting plans, 
specifications and schedules (including planting size, species and numbers/densities), existing plants / 
trees to be retained and a scheme for the timing / phasing of implementation works.

(b) The landscaping works shall be carried out in accordance with the approved scheme for timing / phasing 
of implementation or within 18 months of first occupation of the development hereby permitted, whichever 
is the later.

(c) Any trees or shrubs planted or retained in accordance with this condition which are removed, uprooted, 
destroyed, die or become severely damaged or become seriously diseased within 5 years of planting shall 
be replaced within the next planting season by trees or shrubs of similar size and species to those originally 
required to be planted, unless the Local Planning Authority gives its consent in writing to any variation.

Reason:  To ensure that the site is satisfactorily landscaped having regard to its location and the nature of 
the proposed development and in accordance with Policies DES1 and DES9 of the City of Salford Unitary 
Development Plan and the National Planning Policy Framework.

Notes to Applicant

1. INFORMATIVE NOTE

The proposed development lies within an area that has been defined by the Coal Authority as containing 
potential hazards arising from former coal mining activity.  These hazards can include: mine entries (shafts 
and adits); shallow coal workings; geological features (fissures and break lines); mine gas and previous 
surface mining sites.  Although such hazards are seldom readily visible, they can often be present and 
problems can occur in the future, particularly as a result of development taking place.  

It is recommended that information outlining how the former mining activities affect the proposed 
development, along with any mitigation measures required (for example the need for gas protection 
measures within the foundations), be submitted alongside any subsequent application for Building 
Regulations approval (if relevant).   

Any form of development over or within the influencing distance of a mine entry can be dangerous and 
raises significant safety and engineering risks and exposes all parties to potential financial liabilities.  As a 
general precautionary principle, the Coal Authority considers that the building over or within the influencing 
distance of a mine entry should wherever possible be avoided.  In exceptional circumstance where this is 
unavoidable, expert advice must be sought to ensure that a suitable engineering design is developed and 
agreed with regulatory bodies which takes into account of all the relevant safety and environmental risk 
factors, including gas and mine-water.  Your attention is drawn to the Coal Authority Policy in relation to 
new development and mine entries available at: 



www.gov.uk/government/publications/building-on-or-within-the-influencing-distance-of-mine-entries

Any intrusive activities which disturb or enter any coal seams, coal mine workings or coal mine entries 
(shafts and adits) requires a Coal Authority Permit.  Such activities could include site investigation 
boreholes, digging of foundations, piling activities, other ground works and any subsequent treatment of 
coal mine workings and coal mine entries for ground stability purposes.  Failure to obtain a Coal Authority 
Permit for such activities is trespass, with the potential for court action.  

Property-specific summary information on past, current and future coal mining activity can be obtained from: 
www.groundstability.com or a similar service provider.

If any coal mining features are unexpectedly encountered during development, this should be reported 
immediately to the Coal Authority on 0345 762 6848.  Further information is available on the Coal Authority 
website at:
www.gov.uk/government/organisations/the-coal-authority 

This Informative Note is valid from 1st January 2019 until 31st December 2020

2. Further to condition 5, the car parking shall be laid out in accordance with plan DA19044. 304. Rev 3, not 
as shown on the indicative landscaping plan.

3. Further to condition 6, the bin store shall be reconfigured to that shown on the approved car parking layout, 
drawing number DA19044. 304. Rev 3.

4. When preparing information for condition 8 (landscaping) root barriers will need to be considered where 
trees are in close proximity to building infrastructure, especially courtyards and the highway.

Further information on how the trees are to be planted is required. Consideration on canopy spread, tree 
roots, visual display and orientation shall be considered with an appropriate tree pit detail provided for 
review. More detailed information is required on the surfacing, furniture and lighting to be installed 
throughout the site. 

It is recommended that all trees are planted within the planting season October to March. Due to the location 
of the development in an urban environment with roads to three sides, larger trees of 20-25 girth would be 
preferable. 

5. When preparing information for condition 9 (landscape management plan), special attention shall be given 
the maintenance of the courtyard(s) and how maintenance vehicles (if any) will reach these areas.


